Create a Myriad of Shimmering
Wall Finishes

luster

The Alternative to Ordinary Create with Shimmering Plasters

Visit modernmasters.com
To find product and purchase information on our
Metallic Paints, Architectural Textures,
Front Door Paint, Theme Paint, Blacklight Paints,
Glazes, Varnishes and Crackles.

Finding a color that suits your project has never
been easier. You can create a custom tint using
Shimmerstone or choose from a wide variety of
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standard pre-mixed Metallic Plaster colors.
All standard metallic colors are inter-mixable for
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creating one-of-a-kind custom colors and allowing
for on-site color modification.
PERFECT FOR:
Residential • Hospitality • Restaurants
Casinos • Theatres • Corporate Offices

and
CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: Shimmerstone (Tinted Base),
Metallic Plaster (Dry Sage), Metallic Plaster (Ice Blue)
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The First Choice in Shimmering Plasters

G ET I NSPI RED!

When it comes to choosing a unique architectural finish for a do-it-yourself project, high-end decorative finish or large architectural specification,
Modern Masters Shimmerstone and Metallic Plaster have you covered! Our focus on innovative high-quality products have made us the world leader in
water base decorative paints and specialty coatings. To find the dealer nearest you and to obtain product information, go to: modernmasters.com

ShimmerStone® Tintable Base
ShimmerStone® is trowel applied, durable,
water resistant, mold & mildew resistant
and will adhere to any primed surface. This
lightweight shimmering coating applies
easily with a trowel and can be used to
create a wide variety of decorative finishes.
It does not lift when used with Modellos™
or stencils with adhesive sprays or painter’s tape, making
it perfect for multilayer finishes. The Tint Base can be used
untinted or custom tinted using small amounts of water base
colorants. Available in quart and gallon container sizes.

Pre-Colored Metallic Plaster Color Palette

See instructional videos on the
Modern Masters YouTube Channel
Get creative ideas on our blog at
ModernMastersCafe.com

Easy to Use • Durable Finish • Colors can be intermixed

PSMP739 White Sand

PSMP702 Antique Lace

PSMP745 Beige

PSMP724 Iced Peach

PSMP725 Soft Silver

PSMP711 Silver Fox

PSMP738 Daiquiri Ice

PSMP715 Ice Blue

PSMP704 Parchment

PSMP759 Pale Gold

PSMP703 Suede

PSMP701 Champagne

PSMP706 Aged Gold

PSMP754 Cocoa Bean

PSMP746 Brass

PSMP747 Statuary Bronze

PSMP707 Greek Olive

PSMP712 Tungsten

PSMP736 Dry Sage

PSMP744 Red

PSMP749 Bronze

PSMP710 Shimmered Moon

PSMP708 Gunmetal

PSMP752 Espresso

PSMP705 Black Panther

Pre-Colored Metallic Plaster

A pre-colored, trowel-applied, architectural
coating that emits a symphonic blend of
shimmer, luster, elegance and environmental
friendliness. Metallic Plaster is mixed and
color matched in our factory for consistent
project results and available in 25 standard
colors. It is durable, water resistant, mold & mildew resistant
and will adhere to any primed surface. This lightweight water
base coating applies easily and can be used to create a wide
variety of decorative finishes. Available in gallon size only.

Japanese Trowels
We searched the globe for a set of trowels
with the right balance of feel and strength
to apply our Shimmering Plasters and found
them in Japan. Produced in the same region
as the famous Samurai swords, these light
weight trowels are made of 3 mm stainless
steel, the thinnest in the world, which makes them extremely
flexible and yet, incredibly strong. Our Modern Masters branded
Japanese trowels are professional grade and will outlast and
out perform other imported Japanese trowels. Available in
225mm, 240mm and 270mm sizes.

Colors may not indicate true color due to printing variances.

